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crion GEFIN ION: LENSES, Each 28S,

“‘ OPTIMUS ” MAGIC LANTERNS sro os DRAWING ROOM > LECTURE HALL.
Each Lantern is efficient for Lectures and Exhibitions.
The
Lens gives
crisp
definition, being a superior Achromatic

Russian
Body,

‘Brass

Iron

Focus

Japanned Metal Body, 21s. ..

Tubes.

extra,

LISTS

POST

Incandescent

15s.

Timeline

.

STOCKS’

;

5

Gas Burner,

PATENT

“sconces”

HOLBORN VIAQUCT, ,

Manufacturer

B

R

oO Ww
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C

and

p

Hood

Bi-unial Lantern for Limelig ght
and Sliding Tube, £10 10:

se
aS

FE.

Tray,

£s.

a.

212
33

0
0

5 5

0

110

** }43s.

Fither of the above’ ‘systems in lieu of Oil Lamp, “‘Qs.6d.

FREE.

|PERKEN, SON & RAYMENT,

aie Superior

Mahogany outside body, Panelled Door, Brass
..
Stages, and Three-draw Sliding Tubes

“Optimus”

PRICE

Refulgent Lamp.

Mahogany outside body
Russian Lron Body, Brass Sliding Tube.

STOCKS’ LAMP
to
any
our
of
Lanterns,

and Pinion, Compound

Condenser of 4 incbes diameter, Three-Wick

and

63s.

combination, with Rack

Photographic

Stage

of

LAMP,

109

0

.

extra.
,,

Brass Stages

candle-power,

28s.

LONDON. ‘OPTIMUS.’

Every

a

«

Description

Specialities, Limelight

Apparatus,

of

Trade

&c.

The Stedman- al Automatic Oxygen Generator *®IGH OWES JET
is a complete and perfect oxygen
outfit.
With it Pure Oxygen in
any quantities can be made for
13d. per foot.
PRICE
Complete

&6

Os.

with Rings

Od.

2

for making

Oxygen Cakes.
New

Without Noise.

The finest and best finished Jet on the Market
Price
35s.
Complete with Polished Brass Tray.

List, Just Ready, Post Free to Any Part of the World.

Dealers and others requiring Special Apparatus Manufactured and
placed on the market should write for quotations. Best Work
at
Low Prices,

“F.BROWN,
13, Gate Street, LONDON, W.C.
Clement & Gilmer, Paris, are the Sole Continental eents for the Generator.

AXE BRAND P.0.P,
SOLE

AGENTS:

AXE BRAND BROMIDE PAPERS.
FUERST

BROS.,

17,

PHILPOT

LANE,

E.C.

oe
ii,

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger
SPECIALITIES.

LANTERN

ARCHER?’S

Che £antern of the Future.

Lantern,

“IDEAL”

The

“IDEAL”
Dissolver for Single Lanterns.
Improved Blow-through Safety Jet, 16s. The fincst extant, 500 candle-power.
NEW
SETS
OF
SLIDES.
Overland Trip to Venice.
New Liverpool.

The Cunard Steamships.

READINGS,

CINEMATOGRAPHS

Price £8 15s. complete.
Testimonials

from

Paut,

Laxax,

Faq.

The Manchester Camera Club, and many others.

The

for Animated
Free.

Photographs.
Postage 14d.

WELL-

THEIR

USE

SPECIALITIES.
AND

Old Liverpool.

each.

BINDERS.

ARCHER&SONS, Lantern, Spesisust® 11 & 73, Lord St., LIVERPOOL.

Plainer Finish, £663. complete.

Enthusiastic

1s.

Catalogue

MASKS

RENOWNED

from Sheet.

SLIDES,

Illustrated

WORMALD'S

OF

PROPRIETORS

Will show any distance from 1 to 100 feet

each.

and all Apparatus

Goods.

Photographic

:

:

6d.

Dark-room

.
for trying

i
Lantern, etc.,on the premises.

r,
Workshops

i
on the premises.

Manufactured from the Highest-grade Lime known to Science.

..
e

66

They are accurately turned, and true in the pin-hole, and we
claim them to be absolutely the most durable and _ perfect
ime ever placed on the market.
»
*
«
*
*

99

Li

All
in

Nottingham

goods

guaranteed

air-tight

W.

tins

or

represented,
cells

to

ONLY

The

JGncandescent

“Trilby”

Hill,

FROM

&

Co.,
Aime

List or

England.

i+

opTicaL LANTERNS, &. |CINEMATOGRAPH
THORN & HODDLE

Ltd.,
Works,

or Discs, Pencics, Mepium, Harp
Telegrams: “ Assender, London.”

+2} NEWEST

For complete Catalogue write to

packed

customer.

LONDON,

Aso ManuracTurers
AND Sort Limes.

GAS|

are

the

WHOLESALE

Forest
e

and

suit

H. ASSENDER

e

ACETYLENE

as
glass

FILMS.

| 500 Subjects.

1, Tothill St., Westminster, S.W.,
Where

First- dinsk. Machines at Low

Apparatus can

always be seen in use.

Prices.

Second-hand Films of all Makers.

Films specially printed for Acetylene to order.
EVERY

ATTENTION

GIVEN

HARRISON
66, BERNERS

This Jet, which is constructed on the Ejector principle.
has had

its internal construction

slightly

&

ST., LONDON,

“SPECIAL

WOOD'S

TO AMATEURS.

W

JET.”
Srectacle

modified by the

CO.,

and

Photographic Price
Lists Post Free.

addition of a coned head to the central or oxygen tube.
The effect of this is to increase the brilliancy of the
light given.
It is the test Blow-through on the Market
and absolutely safe.

PRICE.
With Bevel Wheel Adjustment and Lime Shield

With Double Cut-off Taps..
Send

for

Wood’s

«

Catalogue of Lanterns
and Slides
Hire, post free, three stamps.

£1

11

6

2100
on

Sale.or

E. G. WOOD, | & 2, Queen Street, , Cheapside, LONDON.
Please
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this ‘Journal
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NOTICES.
THE

Optical Magic Lantern

Journal and Photographic

Enlarger is issued on the 1st of every month, price Two
Pence,

and

may

be obtained

from

all Newsvendors,

Railway News Stalls, Photographic Dealers, or from
the Publishers, at the following’rates, post free:—
12 months,

3/-.

United

States, 75 cents.

Excuanex Column, General Wants, &. (not Trade)—
First 20 words, 6d.; and for every 3 additional

words, 1d.

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS must reach the office not
later than the first post on the 24th of each month. All
cheques and postal orders to be made payable to the
Magic Lantern Journal Company, Limited.
EDITORIAL

J. HAY

communications

TAYLOR,

must

Advertisements

be

and

addressed,

business

communications
to THE
MAGIC
LANTERN
JOURNAL COMPANY, Limited, 9, Carthusian
Street, London, E.C.

American

Agents :—The International News Co., 83

and 85, Duane Street,

New York City.

1899.

Price 2d., Post-free 3d.
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The

result

of

projecting

a

slide

wrong

way up.—Just before the start of a children’s
service in a populous London district the Rev.
Father Dolling heard sounds of laughter coming

from the church. On leaving the vestry ta
ascertain the cause of the unseemly mirth, he discovered that the lantern operator had misplaced a
slide, and Adam and Eve were standing on their
heads on thescreen. The operator tried toremedy
it, but again our first parents appeared upside
‘ down,

and

then a shrill

treble

voice

started

' singing, ‘‘ There was Brown, upside down, with
his legs sticking up in the air.” And all the
children took it up.
Rood

nad

>

The Abingdon
Acetylene
Generator.—
Mr. R. J. Moss, of the Abingdon Acetylene
liluminating Co., Ltd., 97, Great Hampton
Street, Birmingham, has taken over the sale

department of this company, and in addition
to the Abingdon generator he intends handling
others, including Incanto, Aladdin, Liver, etc.
Purchasers will thus be enabled to make a
selection of apparatus from a large and varied

stock.

Mr.

Moss

is also

bringing

out

a

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
dissolving tap for acetylene, which he informs
us will be as complete as dissolving taps used in
* connection with limelight.
Bead

Lantern

od

Slides.—Mr.

Bad

T.

T.

Wing,

of

Aurora

Lantern

Slide

Club.—Application

is invited from good slide workers as members

of the above club. - The club is for the mutual
criticism and exchange of lantern slides. It
has been in existence for about four years, and

has had a prosperous career.
The hon. sec.,
Rev. F. Partridge,
St. Clether Vicarage,
his make and colouring, such being a sample of
Egloskerry, R.S.O., Cornwall, will give full
the class which he undertakes.
The slides are
clear, the tone good, and the colouring carefully | particulars to applicants.
~
~
~
executed.
Among new sets of slides brought
out by Mr. Wing is ‘‘In His steps; or, what
Fatal Acetylene Exnlosion.—
On the 7th ult.
would Jesus do?”
Mr. Alexander, manager of the Decorated Tile
booad
Bead
cad
Company at Tutbury, was examining a part of
National Photographic Exposition Com- _ an acetylene generating
apparatus, when
a
pany.—The foregoing company has been inviolent explosion occurred fracturing his skull,
corporated in New York, with the object of
from which injuries he died in a few hours.
running an annual exhibition of photographs
The supposed cause was the dropping of a hot
and apparatus.
The first exhibition will take
cigarette ash into a chamber containing a
place in Maddison Square Gardens, New York,
mixture of acetylene and air.
next October. The British Government are to
ee
boo
booad
loan
300
large photographs of places of :
Transvaal
Slides and Wireless Telehistorical interest in Great Britain.
graphy.—To meet the large demand for sets of
%
>
~
slides pertaining to two of the most popular
How a Lens is made.—Messrs. Goerz have
subjects of the day, Messrs. Newton & Company,
prepared, and are willing to lend to photoof Fleet Street, have published excellent sets of
graphic societies, a set of 40 slides, showing the
slides. At the time of writing about 50 slides
various processes of manufacture of lenses as
of the Transvaal are ready, and are being
carried out at their factory in Berlin.
Full
particulars may be obtained from their London : added to daily. The set on wireless telegraphy
consists of 25 slides.
office at 4 and 5, Holborn Circus.

Chatteris, Cambs.,

has sent us several slides of

eo

a

me

bao

Negative
Club.—We
Exchange
Postal
have received a communication from Mr. G. F.

Gregor Grant, the hon. sec. of the Exchange
Postal Negative Club, in which he explains
that there are one or two vacancies which our
readers may like to fill. The objects are the
circulation of 3-plate or smaller negatives for
the purpose of slide making, etc. The membership is limited to 12. Mr. Grant will be pleased
to supply full particulars.
His address is
‘‘Aviemore,’’ Priory Gardens,
Tooting Bec
Common, London, S.W.

~

aod

*

Portman Rooms Exhibition.—The
National
Photographic
and Allied

second
Trades

Exhibition will be held in the Portman

Rooms,

London,

W.,

from

April 27th

to May 5th.

Letters and enquiries should be sent to the
secretary, Mr. Arthur Brookes, Harp Alley,

Farringdon Street, H.C.
cd

&

oe

eood

aod

Royal Photographic Society.—As an ex| periment, during the present session a lantern

section is to be opened in connection

with the
Royal .Photographic
Society. . The lantern
evenings will be held on the first Tuesday of
each month from November to April, and the
first will take place on the 7th inst., at 5a, Pall
Mall East, London, 8.W.,

when Mr. J. J. Vezey

will give a lecture on ‘‘ Some Medieval Towns
in Germany,” illustrated by a number of lantern
glides. The subsequent lectures will be given
at the headquarters of the Society, 66, Russell
; Square, W.C.
|
~
ead
od
Traill

Taylor

Memorial

Lecture.—The

memorial lecture will be given this year on the

14th inst., at 8 p.m., by Major-General Waterhouse, at the headquarters of the Royal Photographic Society, 66, Russell Square, W.C.,
the
subject being ‘‘ The Daguerrotype Image and
its Lessons.” Last year some little difficulty
was experienced in selecting a suitable photograph of the late Mr. J. Traill Taylor from
which to make the presentation medal, but this
we understand is now completed. Allinterested

Isle of Man.—The Board of Advertising have
arranged to give several lantern
lectures
illustrative of Manx scenery throughout the
chief towns in England during the winter
months.
' are invited to attend.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

GENERAL ADVERTISEMENTS.
A

[Fa

ena
who can patter wanted in town
during Christmas holidays to show at children’s
parcies ; advertiser finds all slides, gas and apparatus ;

PROFESSIONAL lanternist and cinematographist
of great experience is open to engagements, with

state

or without his own apparatus, in town or country, on
very moderate terms.
Reference, Editor of this Journal.
—Address, Optics, 13, York-street, Walworth, London.

ANTED, b1-unial lantern, highest class only, with
large diameter, long focus lenses; must be cheap.
—Particulars to Bi-unial, c/o Optican LANTERN JOURNAL.

\INEMATOGRAPH,

C

condenser,

machine,

lately

used

LanTERN

in

UNE
vi-uuial lantern, with oxygen aud cual gas
cylinders, gauges, regulators, jets, screen, and all
accessories, for sale; a great bargain, quite modern, only
slightly used—A. & J. Smith, Opticians, St. Nicholasstreet, Aberdeen.
a hie 40 feet cylinders for sale (oxygen, hydrogeu)

Teneriffe,

NEWTON
NEW

the British

OR

&

Scotland,

war,

Picturesque

Great

ELECTRIC.

it

for
for

£10

Curtains,

Professor
| park.

CATALOGUE
of Lanterns,

iy

Post Free,
Six Stamps.

‘tf
te
tt

(Ur:

Ireland, The

and

A holiday

in

Spanish

American

Nansen’s

wonderful

statuary,

Can be seen

flowers,

levers,

by appointment only.—
Alexandra-road, Finsbury-

ee
& SLIDES

Tremere,

ONLY.

For

Season

SLIDES

1899-1900.

Transvaal—The

Lantern

1
a

Engadine

Denmark,

of Australia,

chromotropes,

Malden,

imp!
geeefficient
aw

and

Single

yet constructed for

!

10s.

Th

and

| LIST OF NEW

i

Vertical] Projection.
PRICE

world

stories, etc., etc.

Lantern.

'
it

The

voyage, Scenery of Switzerland, Egypt and the Nile, and
an immense collection of miscellaneous views and effects.

CO,’'S
”

Madeira,

. Norway, Rome, Naples and Pompeii, Italy and Sicily,
The Soudan war, Africa and the Transvaal, A holiday in

PATENT

LIMELIGHT

With
Prisms
Erecting,
and

15,

Canary,

Up the Thames to Windsor Castle, Under

flag, Sweden

OF
THE
HIGHE
ST
QUALITY
e
e

s‘ Demonstratonr’s

FOR

30s. each.—k.,

Notting-hill, W.

Grand

Italian lakes,

ieee ete ten,
ee
OPTICAL LANTERNS
tested Central Oxygen Works,
Monmouth-road, Westbourne-grove.

give

unique to acquire costly sides at a
nominal price; Professor Malden, having retired
from lecturing, is prepared to sacrifice his splendid
collection of over 2,000 views and effects by Hill,
Carpenter & Westley, Doubell and others: lecture sets:

slides, second-

hand, in good condition for hiring out trade.—
Address, Optical. c/o Optica, LANTERN JOURNAL

also

Exhibitor, Macic

PPOKLUNILY

Blackpool.

of lantern

certain,

slides.—London street; and buildings, the

22, Saunders-road,

18s. 6d. ; 40 London, 15s. ; effects 6d. each ; 12 feet sheet,
bamboo
frame
and case,
30s.—Heaton, West-street,

sets

weeks

Babbacombe-road, Torquay.
“\_RIDIRON ether saturator, in perfect order, cost £3
(> 3s., only used a few times; sell £2 —H.,

films; second-hand, good
condition ; cheap.—Morley, as above.
‘
AHOGANY
bi-anial jantern, dissolver, jets, case,
{
£3 10s.; pair F. B. jets, nearly new, 40s.:
coloured slides with reading, 50 Round Britain in yacht,

complete

for four

.
Zoo, St. Paul's, Westminster, Kensington Palace,
Winchester, Canterbury, North Devon, sunsets, Breaking waves,
Paris; first-rate slides at 6s. the dozen ;
catalogue 3d., lists free; Hampton Court vine 1s., The
Queen’s
residences,
fine
slides,
48,--John
Stabb,

street, King’s Cross, London.
INHMATOGRAPH

ANTED,

terms

JOURNAL, 9, Carthusian-street, E.C.

i Feces

provinces, projection part, £5 103.--Morley, 8, Liverpool-

V

lowest

experience and references.—Addrers,

Riley's (May's patent), 4 inch

really good

lil.

War.

Alice Through the Looking Glass.
Animals and Birds from Life. By R. B. Lodge, Esq.
! Astronomical Work in Solar Physics Observatory.
Up Country Scenes.
| Australia.
Belgium.

general scientific
work,
NEW

Burmah and Burmese
Butterflies from Life.

Projection
Apparatus,
and Slides,

Life.

Canterbury City and Cathedral.
China and Chinese Life.
Elements of Agriculture.
Flowers.
Lang’s Fairy Tales.
Malay Archipelago.
Meteorology.
Pictures from National and Tate Galleries.
Stations of Cross from Wood

St. Paul’s Cathedral.

Carvings.

Thames, The River.

The Life of the Wheat Plant from Seed to Seed.
Wireless Telegraphy.
New Detailed Illustrated Catalogue of Lanterns and
Slides, 6 stamps.

NEWTON
Please

&

mention

Co.,
this

Journal

3,
when

'

PHOTOMICROGRAPHS.

Fleet

St.,

corresponding

with

New.

Sruies:

LONDON.
Advertisers,

ic Enlarger.
The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photograph

iv.

effect

new

Y RAND

sets in exquisite

hand

in Jewin-street, entirely new effects, the building burns
l
down ; The Haunt of the Fairies, a grand set of mechanica

The Mistress of the Seas, set of seven paintings

and efiects with new movements;

an exquisite Miniature

painting and one effect, the Garden of Gethsemane; The

isle of San Guilio, entirely new ; Launching the Lifeboat,

with

H.

s.
— Edmund
movement

original

and

novel

Wilkie, as below.

YPEGIAL series of eflects for single janterns in the
best hand painting; also on photo bases; an entirely new departure.—Kdmund H. Wilkie, as below.

ot very beautiful flower studies, worked

“\ SERIES

uniform, full length, artistically coloured ; 28. 9d.,-

work;

unique and unequalled ; new and original subjects
and novelties ; The Black Forest Railway; The Great Fire
effects;

OER Artillerymen from life; man in full marching:

ADVERTISEMENTS. ~— Continued.

GENERAL

up in the finest hand work on photographs from
nature; these are the finest flower pictures ever produced.—Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.
ONDERFUL genre studies; many prize medals;
gems of photographic art worked up into highly
finished miniatures; extremely beautiful; each picture
tells a tale; a number of these pictures alone would

post free.—Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.
OER

Artillerymen ; these are all full length figures,

correctly coloured, and of great interest at the
present time; 2s. 9d. each, post free.—Edmund H.
Wilkie, as below.
pnoto
beautuful
Ponce;
' b BOHUANALAND
artistically coloured, showing two of our men in
|
uniform ; invaluable to all public exhibitors; 2s. 9d., post
| free.-—Edmuud H. Wilkie, as below.
HINa of to-day; an unique and entirely original set
of 80

magnificent

views,

historic spots, remarkable Palaces

the scencry,

showing

and Temples of this.

intensely interesting Empire, now published for the first
time. These views are the finest ever produced for the.
| lantern on the subject of the Celestial Empire, and
ordinarily
include photos of Palaces and Temples
inaccessible: send for lists
below.
worked
HOTOGRAPHS

Edmund

up

in

oi

Wilkie,

H.

colour,

as

water

colour, pure varnish colours, or by the beautiful
American process at most reasonable prices; the best.
studies, snow ' work only; slides prepared by photography or hand
animal
exhibition;
make a successful
painting from negatives, drawings, prints from nature,.
scenes, frost studies ; elaboratelv painted at the coat of
H.
or from written or verbal description; every class of
ordinary commercial work ; lists free—Edmund
mechanical movement supplied or invented for special
Wilkie, as below.

:

CONUMIC™ series of lantern efiecta principally
based on natural photographs, many beautiful
subjects fully equal to many of the most expensive sets ;
a most useful series ; send for lists. Edmund H. Wilkie,
as below.
.
CYOLAR” mixed gas high power jet (patent applied
“
for), the ideal lantern jet, the most powerful and
perfect jet yet produced for use in single, bi-unial or
triple lanterns; send for illustrated descriptive circular.
—Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.
jets (patent applied tor)
high power
“ Sobre
embrace many important improvements and give
an immensely powerful and concentrated pure white
H.
s.
— Edmund:
light; send for particulars and list
”

Wilkie, as below.
high
“C\OLAR”
absolutely

power

perfect

accouut

jeis.—On

combination

the

of

of the gaseg, full

value is obtained for every inch of gas consumed.—
Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.
high power jets are the most highly
ee Gotan

.
— Edmund
testimonials

see
purposes;
below.
We

Wilkte,

H.

as.

}mprovea triple 4ua other lanterns, the
results of a quarter of a century’s practical
experience ;send for illustrated descriptive pamphlet.—
H. Wilkie, as below.
~ Soler’ Hint limes are made with the
WS
greatest care, are accurately turned and drilled,

Edmund

and composed of selected magnesian limestone; the finest extant ; ordinary size, 2s. 9d. per dozen, post free ;
large size, 1} inches

in diameter,

a noble lime, per half

dozen, 2s. 3d. post free, packed in air tight tins ; lanternists once using these magnificent limes will use no
other.—Edmund

H. Wilkie, as below.

NM INIATURE triple lantern by well-known London
maker, complete in special polished case, with
expensively made accessories; very little used; 4 inch.
condensers, mixed gas and blow through jets; special
appliances for shielding the glow from lime from.
reaching the screen; complete, ready for use; cost
£62 12s: must be sold at once to an immediate pur-

finished and beautifully constructed limelight : chaser; half cost would be accepted. -— Edmund H.
the work being executed by scientific
jets extant;
Wilkie, as below.
mathematical instrument makers, and not ordinary
below.
as
Gr ciiectof Calypso ; @ beautiful set of hand painted
Wilkie,
H.
brass workers.—Edmund
effects, three slides, two mechanical, cost £4103,
high power jets are adapted for any purpose
‘“CYOLAR”
second-hand price, £2 15s.; a real bargain, correctly
for which a limelight is required; their interior
registered.—Edmund H. Wilkie, 114, Maygrove-road,
formation causes them to work smoothly and silently
West Hampstead, London.
under all pressures and circumstances.—Edmund B.
*raers uddresses of imntern slide makers; good
W
Wilkie, as below.
orders can be placed.—Lists, etc. to Slides, c/o
from
photographs
original
three
;
artillerymen
®
OL
1)
! OpricaL-LANTERN JOURNAL.
Jife ; group of three men, one man in foll uniform,
;
fQ\WO lanterns, 100 shaes for sale, a bargain; 20
officer in full uniform, President Kruger’s two nephews
4
elaborately painted; 24 Comic,
Zoological,
all full length photographs from life, artistically and
castles,
40 Miscellaneous,
6 Foreign,
Scriptural,
correctly coloured ; absolutely unique and original ; price,
Qs.

9d. each, post

free.—Edmund

cathedrals ;8 Story of the bottle; the lot to be sold cheap,

H. Wilkie, as below.

OER Artillerymen from life; group of three men,
correctly and artistically coloured, 23. 9d., post
tree —Idmund

OER

H. Wilkie, as below.

Artillerymen

from iife; officer in full uniform ;

all these portraits are full length figures; unique,

interesting,
below.

28. 9d., post

Please

free.—Edmund

mention

this

H.

Wilkie,

Journal

as

when

£2 10., coat £10.—58, Rectory-road, Stoke Newington.
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WORTH of perfectly new slides, principally
by Newton

3ritish battles,

and

Steward,

consisting

Celebrated artist's pictures,

of

Fairy tales,

Enchanter foiled, and Sleeping beauty ; dissolving effects
and mechanical; superior slides only; what offers?—A.
Pearse, Lismore, Mannamead; Plymouth.

corresponding

with

Advertisers :
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A Lantern Entertainment well worth a
‘Visit.—Many lantern entertainments are so bad
-or commonplace that they are not worth visiting, but this cannot be said of the lantern
lecture by Messrs. West & Son, which is being
given every afternoon at 3, and on Wednesday
and Saturday evenings at 8, at the Polytechnic,
Regent Street, W. The subject is ‘‘ Our Navy.”
The description is given in an interesting
style by Mr. A. J. West, which is to the
point without any tedious statistics.
The
pictures, which include about
40 sets of
‘animated,’ are perhaps the finest collection
ever given at any one entertainment.
Some of
the best subjects are physical exercises (with
band accompaniment), cutlass exercise (with
audible hits), gun

firing, yacht races,

the fakes possible, such
guns, the

switch

of the

etc.

All

as the boom

of the

water, and so

on, are

realistically manceuvred behind the scenes, and
the two hours of entertainment goes along with‘out a hitch ; yet the time seems

short, and

one

wishes there had been more.
To those of our
readers who are within reasonable distance of
Regent

Street, we

would

say visit this show,

and you will see some of the most realistic
effects ever shown at an entertainment.
bead

Art

Historical

~

~~

Lantern

Slides.--Messrs.
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he worked for some time. This is very easy
few
to arrange during the winter months;
children, or teachers either, are adverse to the

religious instruction on certain days being put
The presence
at the close of afternoon school.
of a lantern ready for use in a rural deanery
would be of great assistance to speakers on
behalf of missions and other important objects,
who find it increasingly harder to interest people
by sermons, but who value the chance of talking
more familiarly to people and showing them
what mission work really is, as can well be done
pictorially. Night schools and technical classes
can be helped in this way, and of course the
Christmas entertainments must not be forgotten.
To speak last of all, more particularly of ourselves, if the plan of the ruri-decanal

lanterns

were adopted one of the chief hindrances in the
way of. extending our Church History Lectures
would be removed, namely, the necessarily high
charge we have to make when lantern and
operator, as well as lecturer, have to be sent into
the country, far away from London perhaps, for’
a single night. Many other difficulties which
formerly stood in the way of the arrangement
of lectures in the country can now be removed
with little trouble. The Committee issue books
of lectures and lecture notes on the most
important period of
English

‘Ed. Liesegang, of Dusseldorf, are issuing lantern

Church

History.

A long and short course can be selected from.
A set of four lectures on the early history of the
Pentecost to the coming of
Church from
Augustine has recently been added to the
Committee’s list of publications. Church archiothers.
The relative colour values are well
tecture is fully illustrated by our slides, and we
rendered in the transparencies.
have in view special selections of slides to be
:
ote
x
with the well-known series of Diocesan
used
Gongratulations.-—Our congratulations to j
published by the 8.P.C.K. The field
Histories
Mr. F. Brown, the popular limelight jet maker
instruction is ever widening, and
illustrative
of
and mechanical engineer, of 13, Gate Street,
alone holds back the supply.
demand
of
absence
London, W.C., on the occasion of his marriage
These hints have dealt exclusively with the
to Miss Margaret Smith, which important event
lantern ;with the lecture we do not make the
took place on the 11th ult.
So much, of course, depends
same attempt.
wattOL
Kaa
upon the lecturer and the amount of time and
slides from well-known paintings by Diirer,
Van Dyk, Hals, Holbein, Mich. Angelo, Millet,
Murillo, Raphael, Rembrandt, Rubens, ‘l'eniers,
Velasquez,
Da Vinci, Watteau,
and
many

Hints
By

on
THE

Lantern
REY.

H. BEDFORD

for
expense,

its

dangers.
ties?

Lectures.—l.
the

M.A.

machinery,

difficulties,

What
The

PIM,

are

its

and _ its

its capabili-

lantern should not be

regarded simply as an adjunct to
the lecturer. The writer frequently
used a lantern for helping to impart
religious instruction to the children
in the schools of the London parish in which

work he is prepared to put into his subject.

Let these few rules, not hints, suftice.

Let one

lecture illustrate one point and let it be clearly
set out. The pictures for the lecture, and not
the lecture for the pictures. Don’t tire out the
audience;

leave so

much unsaid

that they may

ask to come again. Combine plain and coloured

slides, this relieves the eye and avoids the risk

of offending artistic taste.
are absolutely unsuitable

Many slide subjects
for colouring. Let

the lecturer master his slides beforehand, so that

recognise them at sight on the screen.
Learn or work up the lecture and don’t read it.

he can
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Optical and Mechanical
for the Lantern.—No.
By EDMUND

Effects
XII.

H. WILKIE.

(Late Royau Ponyrecanic

Insritutron).

WES ey

is simply shifted up about 6 inches, covering
the top objective and uncovering the centre
showing the damage done. This will be found
far more effective and perfect in working than
by the ordinary flashing shutters, which occupy
two

4

hands,

and,

besides,

it possesses

the

AVING determined the form of the
advantage of being perfectly noiseless in
lightning flash, and the manner in
operation.
which it should be prepared, let us
One of the most used and favourite subjects
L.
now consider the best methods of
for the lantern is the ‘‘ Ship on Fire,” in which
exhibiting its effects upon objects
the ship is struck by lightning and afterwards
which may unfortunately for themfound to be on fire. The set was originally
designed to illustrate Henry Russell’s grand
selves stand in its path.
There are widely diverse opinions as
descriptive song entitled “‘ The Emigrant Ship,”
to the best thing to do when a lightning storm
and although it has now been in use for a
takes place. Some people open the windows,
considerable number of years, has been altered
some shut all the windows and doors, many
very little from time to time, the main designs
cover up the looking glasses and other bright
remaining the same. In this case the ship is
objects ; but it all amounts to the same thing
seen after the storm on a comparatively calm
in the end. If the objects are in the path of
sea by moonlight, and a rack effect showing the
the electrical discharge they will be destroyed, | flames and smoke is projected from another
and if not they are safe without any precautions.
lantern.
This rack effect has a slip glass
If I may dwell upon this subject for a
attached, which is partially covered with opaque
moment without abusing your patience, I should
varnish, in order that it may be drawn over the
like to tell you what my friend the late Mr.
rack flames and cut them off or disclose them
J. L. King was accustomed to tell audiences at
as required. It is used by placing it in the
the Polytechnic was the
lantern with the opaque slip over the flames,
when by drawing the slip slowly outwards the
safest place in a storm,
flames appear first at the port-holes, then on
I do not think many in the audience quite condeck, and finally envelope the whole vessel and
sidered him to be in earnest, but he used to
rigging. Although not used in the ordinary sets,
say: ‘‘The safest possible position during a
many little additions could be made to this
lightning storm would be to don a suit of
effect, such as falling sparks, flickering flames,
polished steel armour, covering the entire body,
etc.
and then to take a seat in the middle of an
With this rack movement it will be apparent
open field with one’s feet in a pool of water.”
that only a portion of the picture can be
No doubt the advice was good, but the remedy
enveloped in flames, as when the rack is
would certainly be almost as bad as the disease.
revolved, one side of the glass ascends while
On the screen we should have a complete
the other descends, but in some cases it is
change of picture when the lightning flashes,
requisite to cause the flames to ascend from
and when three lanterns are available this can
both sides of the view at the same time.
be accomplished in perfection.
One effect we |
have used in this way consisted of two views
of “ Thunder Peak” in the Rocky Mountains ;
the first showing the scene in its normal condition, and the second showing the devastation
wrought by the lightning striking some trees,
uprooting them, and setting them on fire.
When working such an effect as this, no
mechanical shutters can be used with such
perfect results as the palm of the hand or a
piece of blackened card.
If the first view is placed in the top lantern,

and the second view in the middle, both

be turned full up and the card

should

held over

Fig. XXXV.

the
centre nozzle. The flash can be shown from
This was the case with the Great Fire of
the bottom lantern, and while the spectator’s
London, painted by Mr. Childe for the late
eyes are dazzled by its blinding glare, the card ! Polytechnic Institution,
for in this view the
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Wee

gentleman who is running shows

own,

of his

to join advertiser who is running cinemato-

graph, dioramic, conjuring entertainments.—Koenig,
Monmouth- road, Bayswater.

SET

OF

“IN

HIS

15,

A

Carrier
With

Lists Free.

xT.
TXT.
WING,
Chatteris,
Cambs.
Gene
up photograpny.—Wiae angle, nalt-plate
camera, R. R. lens, iris three double dark slides,
bag tripod, all new this year; only £3; complete.—
Norman, 2, Camberwell New-road, Kennington- park.

which

Lantern
the

equal

64, Hatfield-street,

Jautecn,

two

sets

lenses,

Meniscus

time

show

hour,

give

to Dissolving,

My

Carrier

and

is only 17s.

Write

Belfast.
T-UNIaL

can

per

1,000

and

an_

at

effect

is worth

- £0.

2 ie river Thames (fincham), 6U well coloured, 50s. ;
Canterbury cathedral (Brooks), 27 plain, 16s.; The
west coast of Scotland (Wilson), 67 plain, 35s.; all complete, clean, perfec:.—Philp, 62, Weston-road, Gloucester,
DVERTISER desires eugagemeut (slides, copying,
etc.) with artist or optician who also has lantern
cinematograph,
étc.; bookings;
at liberty shortly:
£70 —B.,

you

Slides

same

Approval for trial.

invest

..

STEPS”

For Sarr on HIRe.
Good Second-hand Slides to clear, Cheap.

experienced ;could

v.

con-

F.

c.1se, slides and effects, sundries, etc.;
£20 or reasonable
ofier —Sheaff, 28, Hartfield-road. Wimbledon.
5
BEAUTIFUL
colourea
photographic
slides,
‘‘ South Africa,” with lecture; cost £3, take 20a.
—F. Lloyd, 209, Inverness-place, Roath, Cardiff.
ARGE size Spanish mahogany body lantern, with
rosewood moulded doors, by Perken, Son & Rayment, lined throughout with sheet iron, bold brass

more

than

this,

6d.

for

Particulars,

densera, rackxork supplemental curtain shutter,
registering stages, templates, mixed and blow-through jets,
hydrogen regulator, 9 feet, 12 feet, and 18 feet screens,

does

Free:

W.

HUDLASs,

Phoenix

—-—

Works,

SOUTHPORT.

handles for lifting, brass mounted sight holes fitted with
coloured glass, 4 inch condensers, long extension front
fitted with (No. 2B cabinet portrait lens, 8 inch focus,
costing
£8

£6 6s.)

83.;

blow-through

or with

cheaper

jet and

case

complete,

lens, £5 5s.—Address,

‘THOMAS’S

Dron,

Photographer, Dyne-road, Brondesbury, N.W.
AKGAIN.—

Lawson's latest saturator, 1,000

PLATES AND FILMS,

candle-

power, complete with burner and filler; used only
five times ; guaranteed perfect; price only £3 ; enquiries
answered.—G.

Hare, Strode-crescent, Sheerness.

TEDMAN-BROWN
last

season,

£4;

ORDINARY or ISOCHROMATIC,
“IN THREE RAPIDITIES.

automatic oxygen generator, new
cinematograph

lens, 10s.;

best

improved, 18s. 6d.; blow-through jet, 9:., grand light;
Champion typewriter (perfect), 50s.; pocket typewriter
7s. 6d. ; Columbia Graphophone (talking machine), with
12 records (wax), 70s., perfect; acetylene cycle lamp, 5s.;
WelsbachCG burners with governors, cost 6s. 6d. each,
accept 3s.; Watkins’s standard exposure meter and
chronometer, 10s. the two; Tylar’e sharp shooter carrier,
5s.—Professor de Frere, Cambridge Villa, Cambridgestreet, Tunbridge

OK

sale,

bi-unial

lanterv,

3

inch

Please

mention

this Journal

when

YELLOW

MEDIUM

EXTRA RAPID ‘do.

LABELB.

ISOCHROMATIC.

“EXTRA RAPID

do.

& Co., Ltd,
W. THOMAS
PLATES 3 1/- 32/3 14/3| Re Pact
Maui. Factory,

FILMS 3 1/6 43/8 +66

front

plain photo slides in cuperior manner, suitable lime or
electric light. Collodion wet plate workers; negatives,
positives, etc., made.—15,
Holmeside,
Sunderland.
Establishe? 1X59,

LABELS.

“A.”
do. ©.
“a1”
do.
The Extra Rapid are three times and “A :” six times faster than the Medtam,

Wells.

splendid

lens;
600 lantern slides and effects, two gas
cvlinders, 80 feet regulator gauge, screen, and jets.—
H. Wood, 85, Nunhead-lane, Peckham, S.E.
N the Continent, a prominent manovfacturing firm
has a vacancy for an apprentice to learn photography in all its branches, also lantern slide making and
colouring, copying and reducing; premium.—Apply,
X.Y.Z., Office of this Journal.
Ne
to Kixhibitors.— Wilkinson & Company, the
old-established slide painters, are open to colour
"

WHITE

MEDIUM ORDINARY.

CRETON

THORNTON

HEATH.

LIME CYLINDERS

Are unsurpassed for Brilliancy of Light and Hardness of
.

«

Lime.

The Best and Cheapest on the Market.

.

TRIAL

ONE

WILL

PROVE

THIS

FACT.

Send for Prices and Particulars to the Manufacturer

CRETON

H.

NOYCE,

85,

PECKHAMNM

corresponding

with

LIMES,

Nunhead
RYE,

S-E.
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Optical,

Cinematograph,

and ‘Enlarging

Lanterns.

‘IRON BODY LANTERNS.
No.
No.
No.

1.
3.
4.

Japanned Tin
a
Japanned Tin, Brass Front
Japanned Tin, Brass Front

ae

No.
No.
No.

6.
7.
8.

..
Japanned Tin (Incandescent Gas)
Iron, new pattern
es
RussianIron..
is
a

No.

g.

-- 2016 0
1 0 0
1 5 6
22
15
110

0
46
0

Russian Iron, all Brass Front

210

0

No. 10.

Russian Iron (as illustrated) ..

3

0

No. 11.
No. 12.

Russian Iron (very substantial)
Russian Iron, 43 in. Condenser, }-plate

40

0

55

0

lens

..

-

MAHOGANY

a

AND

os

-

0

WALNUT

BODIES.
Mahogany, three-wick Lamp ..
a
Mahogany, two doors, very solid front

. £2 2
-- 215

0
6

Mahogany, Long Focus, Cylinder Lens

..

410

0

Walnut, very superior..

--

410

0

Walnut, Long Focus (as illustration)
-- 615
Mahogany, Superior Lecturer’s, with all Improvements, 43 in. Condenser, and 23 in.
diameter Lens
<%
ds
se
-- 1111

0

CINEMATOGRAPH
The

BIOKAM

a

ax

0

OUTFITS.
Outfit.

No. 50. This outfit includes a Russian Iron Lantern with Cowl
and Limelight Tray, 4 in. Condenser, Biokam complete, including
Camera and Projector.

Camera, Printer, Projector, and Lantern complete, £7 7s.
‘No. 51. The body of the Lantern is made of the best seasoned

wood, mounted

ona handsome base, 4 in. Condenser, Alum Trough.

The mechanism is made entirely in Brass, and is fitted with a Lens
of very special construction, giving a very flat field and of the
shortest focus (23 in. to 22 in.). Price £9 Qs.
Mechanism (without Lens) for attaching to any Lantern, £6 6s.
No. 53. Best quality, bi-unial body, made in walnut-wood,
moulded and panelled doors, massive brass front stages and
telescopic tubes, the Cinematograph portion is made interchangeable, so that the Lantern can be used for dissolving views as well as
the Cinematograph.
Bi-unial and Cinematograph complete, £22 10s.

ENLARGING

LANTERNS.

. With 4 in. Condenser, for use with Z-plt. Camera £110

. Ditto, fitted complete with brass ..
fe
. }-plate, 53 in. Condenser and Lens with Cap

$-plate, 8t in. Condenser and Lens with Cap

. t-plate, 54 in. Condenser and Lens with Cap

4-plate,
. }-plate,
$-plate,
. -plate,

8
53
8}
54

W.

CATALOGUE

BUTCHER

of Lanterns

&
DEALERS

and

Apparatus

SON,
SUPPLIED

WITH

FREE.

Liberal

Blackheath,
EVERY

LANTERN

..

..

in. Condenser and Lens with Cap ..
in. Condenser, for use with } Camera
in. Condenser, for use with Camera

in. Condenser, with front Lens
3-plate, 8 in. Condenser, with front Lens
4-plate, 84 in. Condenser. with front Lens

1899

a
..

Discounts

7

3

7

0

0
0

0

3-0

6 6
310
6 0

510
9 0
19 0

to Dealers.

LONDON,

REQUISITE.

B48:
4 4

S.E.

O
0
0

0
0
0
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flames extended from side to side of the scene.
Fig. XX XV. shows us how this may be arranged
on one slide. Two large glass wheels with brass

edges, 10 inches in diameter, were arranged in a

frame so that they overlapped half way across,
and as they both revolved in the same direction,
enough ascending motion was obtained to cover
the whole width of the slide.
The top glass, by which I mean the one we

see in its entirety in our diagram, was painted a

little more heavily than the under one, as a
portion of the under smoke and flame had a
descending motion where the two wheels overlap, and to overcome this the top painting was
very vivid.
The effect upon the screen was very fine and
extremely imposing, especially when accompanied
by appropriate music and all those acoustical
effects which formed a distinguishing feature
of the dioramic entertainments at the Polytechnic. Many effects have been produced to
illustrate a ‘‘ House on Fire,” but they all fail
in one important particular—the fire continues
to pour forth from windows, doors, and through
the roof, but makes no

Let us take this kind

145

of waterfall first, and

consider that we wish to make an effect to give
it the appearance of actually flowing.
The
ordinary practice would be to take a rack frame
and

build

up the effect on

this, but

such

a

motion would not give us the result we wish to
obtain ; it is too quiet and too slow.

Fig. XXXVI. shows us what really is required.
It consists of a frame with a blackened glass
fixed into it, above which

disc of glass, which

revolves

a circular

should be of as large a

Fig. XXXVI

diameter as the width of the frame will possibly
allow. This disc is pivoted in the centre, and
as it appears on tho screen, so it remains until | has attached to it a small wooden pulley, from
a band is attached to a multiplying wheel
dissolved off. This being the case, the writer | which
moved by a handle.
has been at work for some time past endeavour- |
The glass disc is blackened out all over, and
ing to produce a picture in which the building
a number of curved lines as shown in our
shall gradually become destroyed in front of the
audience, and hopes to have more to say on
this point very shortly.
In showing fire effects it is a very common
material

progress ;

fault to turn the rackwork too quickly; but fire
and smoke, especially when viewed from a
distance, do not appear to mount into the air at
a great speed—they take matters very leisurely,

and this should always be borne in mind,
otherwise the effect is apt to seem unreal.
While upon these revolving effects to show

elemental disturbances, it isa natural transition

from fire to water again. We treated of water
coming down from the clouds in our last paper,
now let us consider the best methods of illus-

trating bodies of falling water, such as waterfalls.
The best way of realising these effects in a
really natural manner is to consider in the first
place the size and position of the falls, for we
must not lose sight of the fact that the further

we are away from
apparent motion.
appears to a close
lightning speed,

any object the slower is its
Thus, a fall such as Niagara
observer to rush by at almost
but viewed
from a great

distance it seems to flow much more slowly and
evenly.

Fig. XX XVII.
diagram are etched out of the black.

On the

fixed glass is the shape of the waterfall, also
etched out of black, and the course of the water

indicated in the same manner.
When the
circular glass is revolved the lines pass one over
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the other, giving the appearance of descending
water, and it will be appreciated at once by
glancing at the diagram that. the motion could
be made of any degree of rapidity.
Now let.us turn our attention for a moment
to a waterfall on a smaller scale, such as we

find in many

|;

cases in hilly countries, and in

which the fall of water is neither s0 vast nor so

rapid, and which are probably viewed from a |
greater distance, simply forming a portion of
For this purpose the ordinary |
the landscape.
rack frame will suffice, the fixed glass being
blackened and etched out as before, but the

glass being treated in a different
manner, aS the black colour, instead of being
etched in large semi-circular sweeps such as
we see in Fig. XXXVI., should be prepared as
shown in Fig. XXXVIJI.
This will give an
entirely different effect, and when used with the
ordinary rack frame is well adapted for waterfalls
of a quieter and less boisterous character.

|

revolving

SHH

A

:
_
|

must obviously be made of the unburned
material, and if this is moistened by spray and
allowed to dry while coiled, it will stand
sufficiently in shape when dry. An ordinary
mantle will make six of the miniature mantles.
Four thin platinum wires twisted together at a,
Fig. II., pass downwards through the coils,
after which the ends are turned up as shown,
the base ring being of brass. When the mantle
is in use this base ring rests on the plate c,
Fig. II., which is brazed on the hydrogen tube.
The hydrogen jet is a plain brass jet with a
platinum nozzle ; inch in diameter, and
having a round hole about ,', of an inch in
diameter.
The hydrogen supply is from a glass
automatic generator of the usual laboratory
type, like that shown in Fig. III., the capacity
of the lower vessel being about 40 fluid ounces.
A, Fig. III., is a short length of lead pipe open

' at both ends, and as
consistently
' possible,

large in

diameter

as

with passing
easily
: through the neck of the glass vessel, and the
object of this is to keep a clear way for the

Hydrogen-fed
Incandescent |
Light for the Lantern.
By THOMAS

BOLAS, F.G.S., F.1C.

a4 HE light I am about to describe has

, a only
A
ia

i)

been used by me in the small

form detailed, in which form it
gives about the sale screen effect

as a good paraffin lamp, this being
sufficient for most of my purposes (class
gn

or

lecture

demonstrations).

There

is,

‘
however, the advantage over paraffin
that the heating effect is trivial, the great |
heating effect in the case of paraffin being often
lower end of the funnel-like upper vessel.
B,
a serious inconvenience in lecture demonstration
Fig. III., represents some pieces of earthenware
work. If made on a larger scale, as suggested,
packed round the central lead tube, and serving
I think that the hydrogen incandescent light
may prove one of the most useful substitutes | as a support for about 1 Ib. of zinc, c, this zinc
being in rough cast lumps, or as cuttings from
for limelight.
' thick plates like those used for batteries. The
funnel-shaped vesse! b is a gas jar holding about
30 fluid ounces, into which is fitted (by means of
an india-rubber collar) a descending glass tube,

d> ff
(

1

E, which

should

be about an

inch in diameter

outside, and about 4 inch thick in the wall,
this funnel vessel being fitted to the lower
| vessel by means of a good india-rubber cork.
An equivalent apparatus in which all the joints
A hydrogen flame about 1 inch in height is | are of glass, ground stopper fashion, can be
obtained from those who sell chemical appaallowed to play on a coil # inch high and 3 inch
ratus. The acid charge may be sulphuric acid
in diameter, made from the material of an
ordinary

commercial

incandescent

mantle, the

hydrogen flame and the miniature mantle being
shown by Jigs. I. and II. The coil of mantle

: diluted

with

five times

its bulk

of water,

or

preferably, commercial strong hydrochloric acid
mixed with one-third of its bulk of the
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LUMIERE’S

NEW

LANTERN
(Superb

Quality

SHOULD

BE

ee

and

Technique)

‘

Yielding a range of Tones from Warm
Reddish Sepia.

LUMIERE'S
lodide

NEW

and

Single

A

Black to

Sodium

Solution.

This Intensifier
enables

to be

effected

Sulphite

a

Will throw a
STEADY

by the

use

of a

|

BRILLIANT

|

20 feet square.

stab tear ROS
correct

PICTURE,

H

|

SILENT.

|
|

with Perchloride of Mercury if all traces of Hypo were
not carefully eliminated.
3.—Finally, the bath can be rapidly prepared, its components
being very easily soluble.

the

for

or Professionals.
in

single solution,
to beI followed ‘ closely on
n, and
and. the action
,
the plate, which is impracticable with
the ordinary Perchloride of Mercury Intensifier.
2.—The intensification may take place when the plate leaves
the fixing bath, after a summary wash, without fear of
the yellowing of the film, which would infallibly occur

containing
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presents the following qualities :—

intenalieation

Standard
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A complete solution of the problent of direct Intensification.
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ap a Gas Generator.

FREDERICK J. STEDMAN,
Lantetn Slide Maker

arene Casares
AND IMPROVED.

53x

N immense

trouble.

success.

No

and

No

waiting.

Needs no attention
when
once started. No gas escapes
when
lights
are
turned
down. Water does not spill.
Safe.
Simple.
Efficient.
Can
be recharged
when
lights are burning. Acknowledged by practical experts
to be the best for lantern
work.
Every
apparatus
tested and guaranteed.

Price

1886.
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PARK,
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S.W.

W. OPTICAL
R. HILL
& SON,
SCENIC ARTISTS,

4O/-
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Hill,

London,

N.W.

(Of the Royal Poly technic Institution for 35 Years),

The “ Moss" Lantern
Jet will give a brilliant

Originally Chliide & Hill, Inventors of Dissolving Views & Effecta

picture
screen.

The

30 feet from
Price 10/6.
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.. 2Slides

Christmas Night’s Farewell at the
Mansion, with moonlight and

Gas
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Letting in Christmas
.. 2slides
Christmas Fare
.
slide
Nearest Way Home— ‘Christmas Eve 2slides

R. J. MOSS,*c2t72272,.5"
GREAT

Effects
£5.
da.

The Loss of the ‘‘Amazon”’ byfire.. 3 slides ..
The New and Old Year
.. 2slides ..

Also Incanto, Lever, Aladdin, and all reliable Generators.

97,

and

. Gslides
.. 2 2

The Whitehaven Lifeboat set

SPECIAL
NEW
LINE.—A
Four-Burner
Jet, each
Burner under independent control. One, two, three, or four
Burners inay be used at once.
Magnificent light.
Acetylene Dissolver.—Every possible adjustment. Lights
cannot be accidentally turned ont.
Acetylene
specialities of all kinds, Carbide, Burners, etc.
Acetylene

Successful Seta of Special Views
of Last Season’s List, viz.:—

when

British Portion, 6d.

corresponding with

All countries, 2s. 6d.
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exhausted liquid from a previous operation.
The stopcock Fr being open, and the acid
charge poured into the funnel, the liquid will
run down into the lower vessel, and acting on
the zinc, will generate hydrogen freely. Ifnow
the stopcock is closed the gas will force the
acid up into the funnel, and the generation of
gas will stop, so the apparatus becomes auto-

matic. . Before lighting the hydrogen, care must
be taken that the air is sufficiently chased out
of the lower vessel, or the flame may pass back,
and an

explosion

result, the most

convenient

test being to pass a stream of the gas upwards
into

an inverted

test

tube, and having turned

off the gas, to apply a light.

All is safe if the

gas in the test tube

quietly

burns

without

explosion.

This device is very economical of
between slide and slide the hydrogen
turned off all but a minute bye-pass
As a substitute for this bye-pass a

gas, as
may be
stream
tuft of
platinised asbestos, or a ring of spongy platinum
may be supported on the top of a mantle coil,
in which case the hydrogen should ignite spontaneously when turned on, but this latter

arrangement is scarcely certain enough to be
relied on, as the ordinary conditions of working

lead to the deterioration of the platinum by
minute traces of chloride of zinc carried over
with the hydrogen.
I feel sure that a somewhat larger device of
a similar kind would prove very convenient for
country exhibitions. In this case I would
suggest the generator being made something
like Fig. IV., best of lead ‘ burned” together,
or when lightness is a consideration, of copper,
tongued and brazed, a capacity of five pints for
the lower vessel being probably sufficient for all
purposes.
aes He

of the initial outlay, provided that only this
single branch of work is to be undertaken.
We will assume that our lanternist wishes
to obtain views, architectural details, reduced
copies of engravings, manuscripts, coins and
medals, natural history specimens, and the like

upon the standard-sized slide 31 by 3} inches.
The first step is to procure the necessary
apparatus, and here we have to warn our lanternist against the alluring little black boxes,
which are so generally known as ‘“detective”
or ‘‘snapshot” cameras.
Fine definition over
every plane of a view is a desideratum in lantern
slides, and to obtain this a small aperture and
a& somewhat long exposure is necessary; the
power to compose and focus the view upon the
ground glass is also almost indispensable.
There are hand cameras in which these advantages can be obtained, but their cost is usually
greater than a beginner would feel justified in
expending. Therefore we would say, procure a
-plate (44 by 31) stand camera, which may be
purchased at any price from twenty-one shillings
upwards ; several firms of good reputation sell a
simple but serviceable outfit for a guinea. This
should comprise camera, lens,
double

By

difficult subjects may be disregarded. The writer
has shown many architectural slides from negatives made with a single lens of the ‘ quickacting stereo ”’ type to the most critical audiences

‘all
now
sort,
them

CLIFTON.

sorts and conditions of men”’
manipulate cameras of some
it may come as a surprise to
to learn that there are many

skilled users of the sister instrument,

the optical lantern, who have never
taken a photograph, even to the extent
of ‘pressing the button,” in their
lives, but it is nevertheless a truth.

For all that, however, he

would recommend the purchase of a double or

for Lanternists.

EDGAR

slide,

much unnecessary fuss, and except for the most

rectilinear

Photography

dark

and tripod stand. In the cheapest sets the lens
will be what is termed a single or landscape
lens, and is popularly supposed not to be suitable
for architectural subjects, on account of the
slight curvature of the marginal lines.
This
defect has, however, been made the subject of

with perfect success.

<o

147

The aim of

the following remarks will be to point out the
simplicity of the operations necessary for making
photographic lantern slides and the smallness

lens,

which

is

more

useful

for

interiors, copying diagrams, or any subjects in
which straight lines occur at the extreme edges
of the picture. If it be intended to copy small
diagrams, or to photograph smaller objects, as
coins, etc., in their natural size, care must be

taken to procure what is known

as a ‘ double
extension” camera—that is to say, with a
bellows of sufficient length to allow of the lens
being placed at double its focal length from the
plate. As arule, the ordinary }-plate lens has
an equivalent focus of from 5 to 54 inches, so
that a bellows 11 inches long will meet all requirements. The only other pieces of apparatus
which are absolutely necessary are a lantern
slide printing frame costing one shilling, two
}-plate xylonite dishes at 44d. each, a small

glass measure, and a ruby lamp. A
“slow” plates of some good brand for
a packet of 34 by 3} slow lantern
bottle of ‘single solution hydrokinone

packet of
negatives,

plates, a

developer,
and a pound of hyposulphite of soda will complete the outfit, half a dozen shillings covering
the total outlay. It is not desirable here to go
into the details of focusing, exposure, development and the like, as far as the negative is

concerned, for are they not written in a
multitude of books purchasable at sums varying
from one penny upwards? What we have to do
is to point out how the very simple apparatus
which has just been described is to be made to
serve all the purposes of producing both negative
and slide.
The negative plate having been exposed according to instructions, is developed with the
hydrokinone

developer,

well washed, and fixed

ina solution made by dissolving 3 ozs. of
hyposulphite of soda in 1 pint of water. The
used developer, which is now

of course diluted,

is preserved in a small tightly corked bottle,
which it should nearly fill to the cork, until
the negative has been well washed and dried,
and the process of slide making proper can be
‘This, like the development of the
attempted.
negative, must be conducted in
the dark-room,

but owing to the slight sensitiveness of the
plates, an abundance of ruby or even of yellow
light may be used. The negative is adjusted in
the printing frame, so that the portion which it is

desired to include in the slide is over the square
opening; the loose back is removed, and a
lantern plate dropped into the place provided
for it. Great care should be taken that the
film of the negative and that of the lantern
plate are in absolute contact, and that neither
are scratched in the process of adjustment.
The back of the printing frame is then replaced
All is now ready for
and carefully fastened.
exposure, which may be conveniently effected
by covering the printing frame with a black
cloth, and carrying it into a room lighted by an
ordinary gas burner, or petroleum lamp. Placing
it

at a fixed

distance,

say

2 feet

from

the

flame, the cloth is removed for the requisite
time, say 20 seconds for an average negative,
and quickly replaced, while the frame is being
returned to the dark-room for development.

This is done in the same way as for negative

making, commencing, however, with the used
solution, and strengthening it with fresh de-

veloper, if it is found necessary. Ifthe exposure
has been correct, the image should appear in a
few minutes in all its natural effect of light and

shade, then gradually become darker until all
the shadow detail is buried, and only the
highest lights remain pure. As soon as these
show

a

slight

veil,

development

should

be

arrested by well washing the plate in clean
water, and transferring it to a fresh quantity of
the hyposulphite solution, in which it should

remain for at least five minutes after all the
unaltered silver has disappeared.
It should
then be thoroughly washed, and set on edge to
dry in a place as free from dust as possible.
Dust in any stage of the proceedings is a much
tore serious foe to the slide maker than to the
ordinary amateur, as every speck or defect is
magnified many times on the screen.
It now

only remains to select a suitable mask, and to
bind the slide with a cover glass as-free from
blemishes as may be; spoilt plates which have
had the film cleaned off answer as well as the
specially advertised article for this purpose.
Tt must not be supposed that the foregoing
remarks are in any way intended to be comprehensive.
Slide making is with many experts a
life study, and the worker who aims at the
utmost refinement in tone and quality of image
will find that he has undertaken a task which
requires both industry and intelligence of no
mean order.
There are two classes who take up photography—those who take a delight in the actual
manipulations, and those who use it only as a
means to an end, to obtain pictures which they
cannot purchase; and it is for the latter class
that this outline of the necessary operations is
written.

;
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Living

Pictures
By GEORGE

of

Long

Ago.

ELCOMBE.

x ( 4g 7 was the heavy

villain

who

said,

if

‘'tis forty years since last I
‘smiled,’ and “tis forty weeks
since last I tasted food.” The
5
writer can say, tis forty years since
(3%)- his pater gave him a lecture, and tried
to explain the phenomenon of perra

sistence of vision, which has since been

proved to be the fundamental basis of all living
pictures. It is. only some forty months since,
as it were, the living pictures of the present
were seen by him, though ’tis forty years since
his mater would amuse him, together with his
brothers and sisters, in demonstrating, as she
twiddled and twirled those little bits of cardboard, the theory of persistence of vision,
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CATALOGUE
POST FREE.

“OPTIMUS” MAGIC LANTERNS *232° DRAWING ROOM «> LECTURE HALL.
Limelight
Each

Magic

Combination

may be adapted without alteration at an extra cost of 13/-, or in lieu of lamp, 7/6.
Incandescent Gas Burner
n
fi
13/"
"
7/6.
Lantern is efficient for Exhibitions.
The Lens gives crisp definition, being a superior Achromatic

with rack and pinion.

It is htted toa telescopic lengthening tube, so gaining increased focal

is composed of two plano-convex lenses of 4 inches
Each is in box (except the 21s. instrument).
picture.

diameter.

The

refulgent lamp

accommodation.

Photographic
The condenser

has three wicks, yielding a brilliantly illuminated
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Post

Free.
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Photographs of.Various
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— HUGHES’
Specialties in Magic Lanterns and Perfect Cinematographs.
PHOTO- ROTOSCOPE BI-UNIAL.

HUGHES
GREAT
MOTOR “ PICTOROSCOPE
for showing
Animated
Pictures.
No
Shutter,
therefore
no flickering.
12 to 20 fect
Pictures. Perfection.
Eclipses all others. No eyes
ache, no head ache, as with other shutter machines.
The improvements in this are beyond description.
It is most simple, and the

result magnificent.
A superb
piece of mechanism.

HUGHES'
LIVING PICTURE
PHOTO-ROTOSCOPE.
A little gem
instruynent.

|
!

Flickering reduced to a mini- |
mum.
Can be attached
to

any

lantern.

Will

give with

oil 4 feet pictures; limelight,
10 to 14 feet pictures.

Price,

with

lantern

|

com-

plete, £13 13s. (as per sketch). |
Without, £9 9s. Superior to
many machines on the market |

==

HUGHES'

costing £20 to £30 each. Highclass technical workmanship.

PHOTO-ROTOSCOPE

tTMilt

PEEP-SHOW.

The greatest money taker of the 19th Century.
Animated Pictures in the Open Air, Winter or Summer.
Twenty People can see at one time.
Nota toy, but high-class.
Price complete, with machine, £21 10s. (See below.)
‘Grandly

Illustrated

Price

£25

10s.,

including Dissolvers,
Back Pipes, etc.

Cinematograph Lists of all Mr. Hughes’ Patent Machines, ‘Camera Developing
Hughes’ “ Essay on Cinematographs,” valuable to Purchasers.

Special

Jets,

Apparatus, ete. 6d.

> MAGIC LANTERNS. Hughes’ Marvellous Pamphengos.
OVER

3,000

SOLD.

The finest Oil-lighted Lantern extant. Gives brilliant 12 to14 ft. pictures.
NoSinell.
No Smoke.
No Broken Glasses.
4 inch finest Condensers and
large Front Lenses.
Elegant brass Sliding Fronts.
The £6 6s. reduced to

44 4s. The £4 4s. reduced to £3 10s. Particulars free. The Universal
four-wick Lantern, 18s. 6d. Marvellous value.
Handsome brass-fronted
Bi-unial Lanterns, £6 10s. Blow-through Jets, 8s. 6d. Mixed gas ditto, 12s,
Mr. Hughes has the Gr eatest Display of High-class Projecting Lanterns
and Effects, etc., the World has ever seen.
The Docwra, the Grand, and
the Miniature Malden Triples.
Superb
instruments,
as supplied to
Madame Patti, Professor Malden, Royal Polytechnic, etc. Before purchasing
get Hughes’ Grandly_ Nlustrated Catalogue, 180 original Enyravings, price
6d., postage 3d.; giving valuable information.
Illustrated Pamphlets, 2d.
Price List of 60,000 Slides, 4d.; postage 2d. Cheapest and best Lantern
Outfits in the World.
50 beautiful Slides loaned for 3s.

axvomes | HUGHES’ STREET CINEMATOGRAPH
SPEGIAL BI-UNIAL. COINS OrMONEYOUTDOOR PEEP-SHOW.
-

WINTER

e olienee
as
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Draw Tubes.

A Huge Success.
Price from
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THE
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Illustrated
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description of miscellaneous property.

SANDS, HUNTER & Oo.,
Photographic Apparatus and Lanterns,

R. J.C. STEVENS begs to announce that he holds Sales of the
above, every Friday, at half-past twelve precisely, at his great
Rooms, 88, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

NEW AND SECOND HAND, BY ALL THE BEST MAKERS.
Lanterns and Operator let out for evening enter-

Dissolving View Magic Lanterns and Slides
Photographic

Apparatus,

Scientific

Instruments

and

every

tainments for children, &c. Terms Moderate.
Gentlemen wishing to include property in these Sales ave requested to
send particulars one week prior to sale,
20, Oranbourne St., Leicester Square, London, W.O.
———
eee
London Agent for “‘ MARRIOTT’S” NOTTINGHAM LIMES.
The Most Durable and Incandescent Lime on the Market.

BEARD’S

PERFECT

ECLIPSE

FOR

SLIDE

SINGLE

LANTERN

CARRIER.

BFARD'S REGULATOR AND GAUGE COMBINED.

DISSOLVING.

Showing the quantity of Gas

in Cylinder during use.
Price,
Regulator
with
branch fitting and coupling
for gauge and plug should
the vauge not be required,

35/Gauge, 3 inches diameter,
with spring back, check to
prevent

Wl |The Easiest and Simplest Carricr for showing Slides in a
Single Lantern.
Only one movement to produce the change,
which is similar to dissolving.
Al the Slides are put in and
taken out from onc end. The Best Carrier extant.
ARC

R. R. BEARD,
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Is Filled like a Lamp.
°
°
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or, if kind reader you prefer it, showing us
children what optical delusions were.
In this short article it is not the intention of
going into the whys and wherefores of living
pictures as we now know them, but to recall

the fun and interest the youngsters got, and
can get, out of a few pieces of card, a reel of
thread, a black lead pencil, or what is better,
pen and ink, bits of tin, and so on.
Of course everybody knows that there are
two sides to a coin, and that by holding it in
the hand it is absolutely impossible to see both
sides at the same time, but this can be done by
spinning it into the air, and this simple experiment was discovered I believe by that eminent
‘ scientist, Professor Herschel, and practically
the spinning coin of long ago explains the
living pictures of to-day.
Another clever delusion of this type was the
Optical Marvel, a scientific toy I have lost
sight of for some time past. The Optical Marvel
cost to manufacture say a penny, at the outside
twopence, and retailed at three or four and sixpence, and in truth was cheap at that price. A
revolving fan on a tin cylinder, with a rubber
tube to blow through which set the fan
spinning horizontally. The top or table of fan
is fitted with a pivot at its centre, upon which
is placed the objects, which are bits of tin,
bent to form a half section of almost anything
round,

such

as

vases,

saucers, an old man’s
hat band, etc.

flower

white

pots,

cups

and

hat with a black

It is somewhat
difficult

to guess

what these strange shaped pieces will represent
when spinning. Placing the hat on spindle,
and setting it spinning, the company are asked
what it is. The children shout at once “a
man’s white hat.”

‘So it is,” you say, at the

‘same moment placing your finger in the centre
of the hat, causing much fun because both finger
and hat are seen at the same time. Tndless

interest can be thus obtained, especially if one
of the family be clever enough to bend the tin
strips to shape. A child’s drawing book will be
of service in managing this.
The cardboard pictures’ above referred to
‘illustrate clearly how parts of a picture, when
blended

together,

can

form

a whole,

and

a

pennyworth of white cards will be ample for
fifty experiments.
These can be made any size, but for example

we cut one 2 inches long and 14 inches wide.
An eighth of an inch from:each end of the card,

and central, make two pin: holes, and put a
length of thread so when turned between
thumb and finger of each hand the card will

revolve.

Our subject is the headless man, the

body of the man being drawn on one side,
whilst the head is on the other. You show the
child the man without a head, and he is surprised to find him perfect when the card is
spun round. “The chief difficulty is to find the
exact position for the head to be drawn on the
card, and great amusement can be got in the
trying.
A pair of compasses and a little
thinking out will soon put things right.
For subjects there are no limit. A birdcage
on one side and bird on the other gives a bird
in a cage, a horse on one side and a field on the
other

gives a horse

in a field,

a drum

on one

side and a drummer on the other gives a man
beating a drum, and so on. The two pictures,
as

it were,

are

on

the

retina

at the

same

time.
ie
=

Through
By

ek

the

Villages.

F. J. SCRIMGEOUR,.

tions into which
the jantern
fraternity may be divided; few of
us are alike in skill and experience—all of us differ somewhat in
the nature of our duties.
From
the London professional with his triple
and latest make of cinematograph to the
village amateur with his three-wick ‘‘ Russian
iron” we find all grades of lanternists in our
brotherhood.
Yet there are two great divisions
into one of which every lantern operator may
be placed—travelling lanternists and stationary
lanternists.
A stationary operator has many
advantages over his brother who tours about
the country. His work is done always in the
same hall, and so actual labour is greatly minimised ; the positions of screen and lantern
require no thought—they have had their proper
location often before, gas arrangements
are
familiar, brackets are well-known friends.

How different is the lot of the man, who
travels—who changes his hall every night—who
never knows under what architectural disadvantages his next exhibition may be given.
And yet there is much to compensate for such

troubles. Monotony is well nigh an impossibility, variety is a dead certainty !
This everlasting change of hall has been my
lot as lanternist.
Memories come back to me
now of halls and churches of almost every conceivable shape and form; some of these I shall
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never forget, so many difficulties did they present
to satisfactory lanternism,
Yet until this autumn the methods of transit
have always been orthodox.
‘Trains, lorries and
cabs are all regulation means of locomotion ; and

when a lantern tour in a caravan was recently
proposed to me, I rather liked the novelty of the
idea. The party consisted of six members.
A
route was first sketched out in part of Scotland.
Large towns were avoided and villages of
between one and two thousand inhabitanis
were shown the preference. As we were under
religious auspices the churches all round the
route

were

placed

at

our

disposal;

but

several instances we preferred to engage
public hall for our exhibition.
The

in

the

caravan

itself had been specially built for the work and
was admirably fitted throughout. Beneath the
floor was a spacious “well” in which the
heavier baggage was stored when we were
actually on the move.
Here were deposited the
seven sets of slides which we carried with us,
the

lantern

itself,

and

most

of

tke

heavier

accessories.
Of course, when selecting the
apparatus for this novel tour portability had to
be the first consideration.
The chief box of the
outfit was made of thin pine wood, and into it
was placed the lantern itself with its set of
lenses, burner, tubing, slide carrier and a tilting

board, of the pattern described by me in a
previous issue of the Magic Lantern JourNAL.
The weight of cylinders, and the fact that we

should frequently be at some distance from any
railway station, put limelight out of the question, so I decided to adopt acetylene as the
luminant.
Let me here add my testimony to
the efficiency of that form of light for discs up
to 9 feet and short focus work.

The framework

of our screen was of thin bamboo, and the size

of the sheet was about 9 feet square.
Small,
certainly, but quite large enough for our average

audience of 250.
Our daily programme was something like the
following in general nature, although of course
the details were subject to continual variation.
At about 7 o’clock a.m. the camp fires or stoves
were lit and preparations for breakfast begun.
That meal over, packing was proceeded with at
once and our sleeping tent struck.
All the
boxes, bags, and cases were packed as tightly
as possibly into the caravan.
Then the horses
were brought from the stable, and five minutes
later we were off at a trot to the next place of
exhibition. The distance between the villages
varied considerably, from 5 to 10 miles being

reckoned usual. A suitable camping ground
had always been arranged in advance, and
unpacking was proceeded with immediately on
arrival.
The cleaning of the lantern and the
acetylene generator occupied the remaining part
of the forenoon, and when

dinner was

over we

transferred all the lantern plant to the hall or
church of the evening.
Modern public halls in the villages and

smaller towns of Scotland are always built on

much the same plan, and are so designed as to
be equally suited to touring concert parties and
provincial
theatrical ‘‘ combinations.”
The
platform is broad and often formed by a deep
recess in the end wall.
This arrangement
permits of the easy fixture of the necessary

curtain. On either side of the platform is a
door opening into a side apartment—sometimes
‘There is
vestry, sometimes ‘‘ green room.”
generally a straight gallery across the back
wall. Such a hall iseminently suited to lantern
exhibitions, and little or no consideration

was

required before we began preparations in such
a place. The screen is high enough when on
the bare platform, and an ordinary table plus

box gives the lantern sufficient
Seldom indeed did we take more
than half-an-hour to place all in readiness in
the public hall.
But churches gave us more trouble. Scottish
“ kirks”' differ enormously in design. I do not
know of a single typical characteristic which I
can mention, unless it be the presence of a low
platform of very variable size just beneath the
pulpit. Here, when
the wooden

‘elevation.

instrumental

music

has been sanctioned the harmonium or American
organ has been placed. If we found this
arrangement we generally utilised the instrument to support our screen and “guyed” it
by strings from the pulpit behind.
The placing of the lantern was often attended
Sometimes the legs of
with much difficulty.
the vestry table were at just the proper distance
apart to allow of its standing on the seats of
two adjacent pews ; when that was so the lantern

was sufficiently high without the wooden box.
But more often a broad board had to be fished
out of some dusty pantry or dismal coal cellar,
and made to bridge across the space between
two pews. The arrangement of the gas brackets
in some churches was most tantalising; on
several occasions we found that the architect
had placed three or four gas uprights down the
very centre of the church. He .was assuredly
not a lanternist !
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In such

cases, of course,

we had

Village

to take a

We soon discovered the value of making |
friends with either the beadle or hall keeper as |
the case may be. He has it in his power to be
a great help if he wishes; but he can also be an
It is a good plan to |
equally great hindrance.
ask his advice upon everything possible ; where
to put the screen, how high to place it, where
side.

By

,AS)

YILLAGE
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Shows.
SHOWMAN.

VERY

remunerative living can be
made during the winter months by

giving magic lantern entertainments
y
in village schoolrooms.
The life is
a
a
very
healthy
and
interesting
one.
to set the lantern, how much to elevate it.
BY;
A little ready money (about £15),
This piece of diplomacy we frequently adopted,
9)of
respectability of person, nerve, and
ASa |
and it served our purpose admirably.
=
business capacity are the chief points.
rule he knew nothing about such matters, but
Many such persons out of employment would
our request for advice always brought assistance,
benefit financially were they to engage in such
and tables, boards, nails and
string were
a venture.
Bad weather, such as rain and
brought into existence in a truly marvellous
snow, will, in some villages, keep people away,
way! When everything had been placed in
but packed rooms are invariably the rule.
readiness for the evening’s exhibition we reA good show is of course the chief thing; it
turned to camp and began the selection of |
must be chosen to suit all sorts and conditions
slides. These were missionary in character,
of people.
Say, for example, the county of
and each of the seven sets was representative
Devon was taken as an experiment, the followof a different land.
Sometimes China was
ing programme would more than suffice to
the subject of lecture; sometimes it was India,
interest and amuse the most
West Africa, or Cape Colony. Tea was the
next important event in the day’s proceedings,
fastidious Devonian.
and after that little was done until about halfpast six.
A tour through North and South Devon (about
One’s attire for camp duties is not exactly
60 slides in all), with a short explanatory
suited to an evening lecture, so dressing and the
lecture, would make a good first item; to be
donning of an orthodox costume kept us busy
followed by four or five comic tales, such as
until after 7 o'clock. Hight was the hour of
‘Tiger and Tub,” ‘‘ Hlephant’s Revenge,” or
show, and by that time the generator was fully
any amusing tales likely to cause roars of
charged with calcium carbide, the slides arranged
laughter, concluding with rackwork, lever, and
in accurate order, and the lanternist ready to
comic slipping slides (about 30 in all), which
“light up” at a moment's notice.
In some
would bring the evening’s entertainment to a
villages the people have a
very pleasant ending.
Always wind up by
showing the most laughable slides ; the secret
curious habit
of success lies in the fact of sending people

of waiting outside the door in groups until one or
two minutes past the hour, and then coming in
with a rush and stampede. At one moiment the
hall shows nothing but empty benches, and the

uninitiated imagines a perfect failure; at the next
every seat is occupied, and standing room is
getting scarce !
When all was over and the audience had
dispersed we began the packing. The sheet
was folded, the framework

disjointed, and in a

very short time all our boxes were ready for
lifting.
Sometimes they were taken back to
the caravan that night; more frequently they
were left to be called for in the morning. And
go on we went, day after day for a whole month,
travelling in the morning, resting in the afternoon, and lecturing at night. A life of variety
it was beyond.a doubt, and a more enjoyable
combination of duty and pleasure I am sure I

do not know.

y

ZING)

away laughing.
A Russian iron lantern (oil is best for
beginners) would cost about £4:4s., and a 10
feet screen (home-made) about 10s.
Some bills would be required. Have about
one thousand printed with blank heading so
that name of village and date could be written
in, setting forth the programme and the benefit
to be derived by a visit on the night in question.
A county directory must also be purchased—a
second-hand one could probably be obtained for
about 4s.—and it should not be more than
two years old. Refer to the villages by means
of the directory. If the school is National
write to the Rector or Vicar as the case may be,
if Board School, write to the Clerk of the

Board, enclosing a stamped addressed envelope
for reply. Always send a courteous neatly
written letter and enclose a bill. Allow seven
days for replies ;by that time the ayes and noes
will have been received. Select the ayes and
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arrange dates, write again to the parson or clerk
naming suitable dates. When all this has been
satisfactorily arranged send a few bills (about
50) to the schoolmaster or schoolmistress for
distribution among the children.
Circularise
‘the private residents and shopkeepers through
the post. Always arrive in the village in the
afternoon in order to distribute some “to-night”
bills.

After

school

has

been

dismissed,

with

the help of two strong boys arrange seats, etc.
Take money at the door until entertainment
commences and then entrust this office to
schoolmaster or any likely lad.
Don’t imagine that it is impossible to do all
this, it is to be done by those who have any grit
in them. Many years ago the writer thought
this business

out

and

embarked

which time it has proved
artistically and financially.

2

a

in it, since

success

both

Dial

Experiences in Open-air Lantern
Work.
By

THE

NOMAD.

lantern being worked from between the waggons.
A saturator was used in the lantern.
On
another occasion the sheet was nailed up to
the gable end of a house.
Again, I had the posts held up by guy ropes
(three to each post) tied to tent pegs, another
rope being tied between the posts at the top.
I have also had the sheet stretched from the
bedroom window of one house to the bedroom
window of the next when working in the slums.
Once, for a small fee, a gipsy showman lent
us the apparatus on which he hung his big
canvas picture, and this acted like a charm.
I have found a sheet 8 feet square quite as
much as I care for outside, as the wind is very
troublesome, and owing to the amount of light
about the streets:a small picture is absolutely
necessary if a brilliant effect is desired. For the
latter reason, too, I always if possible use a short
focus lens, so that I may be as near as possible
to the sheet. The corners of the sheet should
be strengthened, or the wind will tear it to
ribbons.

I have had my sheet torn twice, and

the thick posts (4 inches by 4 inches) have bent
and swayed very much at times, but owing to
guy ropes put on in time no

BRANCH of lantern work which I
have found very interesting is openair shows, and it occurred tomethat

perhaps my experience may be
useful to others.
Two or three years ago I was
asked to give some exhibitions. in
connection with the elections in my

native city. The candidate suggested the usual
exhibition of views in the club-rooms, the public
being invited to attend.

I, however,

went

to

the nearest builders and bought.two pieces of
wood about 4 inches square and 16 feet long.
I drove a small screw-eye into the end of each
pole, passed a thin strong rope through the
eyes, and then lashed the posts, about

10 feet

apart, to some railings which were near. The
sheet was then hoisted up between them, and

the bottom edge tied every two feet or so to the
railings. The lantern rested on a table inside
the club-room, and the pictures were shown
through the sheet.
A specially good blowthrough jet gave a fair light for this work. The
experiment

was, if anything, too successful, as

the crowd which gathered within a few minutes
almost completely stopped the traffic.
The next night two very large waggons were
run on some waste land to provide a platform
for the speakers. I had them wheeled apart
and the shafts fastened up as straight as
possible. A small sheet was then carried from
one shaft to the shaft of the other waggon, the |

accident

happened.

I would recommend a sheet of little value, as
it will soon become stretched in the centre, and

quite spoiled for ordinary indoor work.
The light to be used demands some consideration. The blow-through jet is not of
much use unless one can show from a place
where house gas is obtainable. If hydrogen
has to be carried to the scene of the work, the
mixed jet might as well be used for the sake of
tbe better light. The ether saturator will be
found about the handiest of all, as the lantern

can be put anywhere, independently of coal gas
supply. Once or twice, for very small pictures, in
’ dark places I have used acetylene, andit answered
very well. Oil light I have not tried for this
work.

Whichever light is used, care should be taken
to keep the

lantern

doors shut,

and

a good

thick curtain close round the back, or the sharp
click of a cracked condenser, owing to the cold
wind, will be heard. I write from hard experience
here, as four

times

I have

heard

that

sound

when showing in the open.
The best slides for showing outside are those
of a bold character with not much fine detail.
Slides with sketches, diagrams, sentences, etc.,

will be much in request. I always take about a
dozen clean cover glasses with me, and a couple
of sheets of carbon paper as used in the typewriter. If a diagram or notice is required, I
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simply put the carbon paper prepared side
down on the glass with a piece of white paper
over it, and then write or draw firmly on that.
The carbon readily transfers to the glass, gives
a dense black line, and does not easily smudge.

A concluding point. If possible have some
one to keep the crowd away from the lantern if
you are showing from the ground.
The
mischievous are everywhere, and being outside
you cannot threaten to put them out without
returning their money.

care of by their relations, their ranks are being
recruited at a great rate by younger generations,
hence the increasing circulation of the OpTicaL
Macic Lantern JournaL; and therefore we
will next come to some understanding as to
what is meant by ‘registration’? and by
“dioramic effects,’’ especially as I have met
persons apparently unable to distinguish between
dissolving views, coloured photographs, and
colour photography.
‘‘Dioramic ’’ is derived from two Greek words
and

The

Correct Presentation
Dioramic Effects.
By

THE

of

SHOWMAN.

Wy

} SE have now arrived at a time when

(i

“,
x

P ;

©

many users of the cinematograph

have become painfully aware that
the best days of that at one time
promising instrument are over,
So
and no doubt some will be looking
yy” - about for a new means of attracting the

a6
public taste, without departing from the
realms of optical projection, and certainly
dioramic effects will come in for a share of consideration.
But, at the outset, it should be noted that the

means ‘‘seen

through,” and was

the

des-

cription given long ago to effects introduced into
panoramas painted on cloth, in which a picture
was painted ona transparent cloth, on the other
side of which was painted another picture
representing a different scene, or the same under
different circumstances or at a different time;
then, by raising the lights behind and lowering
those in front, the front picture was made slowly
or quickly to change into that on the back.
There is a variation of this principle in which a
scene with buildings, etc., in the foreground is
painted on an opaque cloth, and the
clear glass

of the windows cut away and replaced by
coloured gelatine affixed to the back. Then, on
the lights at the back being raised, and those in
front somewhat lowered, the coloured windows
' are brought into prominence, and the effect of

registration of effects involves an amount of time
and real, painstaking work, of which the majority

evening with the buildings illuminated
is reproduced with great fidelity.

of animated photograph exhibitors have not the
slightest conception, and the reader is therefore
warned that, if he expects to lay out a certain
amount of capital in material and find the thing

sense “effects,” although the effect of motion is
produced by all of them; but one or a com-

done,

is, introduced

he

doomed

will

only

find

himself

to disappointment

into

‘‘done,” and

the bargain.

Moreover, the work referred to is of a kind that

can

best be done quietly in one’s own

during

the

summer

and

early

autumn,

house
and

before exhibiting really commences; but it has
this advantage, that once done properly, it is
done for ever, except in the highly improbable
case of the slides being irretrievably damaged.
Just in the same way that the finest cinematograph show gives not the slightest idea of the
charm of a good dioramic exhibition, so the mere

joining of a few films, which is almost the only
work required before the production of the
former, furnishes

no

clue to the hours spent in

what I may term the private preliminaries of
the latter.
Iam sure no old subscriber will be offended
by my saying that these pages are greatly
read by ‘‘ tyros,” for as the older lanternists die
off or go to the work——, I mean, are taken

within

Shipping, lever, and rackwork slides are in no

bination of these principles may be, and often
forming

into one

or more

of the

slides

a set of “effects,” in order to more

perfectly realise some particular scene, and if
the movements are well made and properly
manipulated, very telling results are thereby
attained.
‘‘ Registration’? means the exact
coincidence of every line of a picture with the
corresponding line of the following picture, and
when properly carried out, no indistinctness of
the picture, alteration of the outline, or doubling
of prominent objects can be detected whilst
dissolving is being performed.
The margin of
the picture also must remain unaltered.
. Thus, in a simple change from day to night,
we shall become conscious of the change without having observed the manner of its accomplishment.
Some may say, ‘‘ Why bother?
You dissolve from day to night, the audience
see the difference, what more do you want?
Why makea fuss about nothing?”’ Just so, and
ig the charm of a beautiful effect ‘‘ nothing”?
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What would you think of a conjuror if he, say,
borrowed a silk hat from

one

of the audience,

and after showing it perfectly empty, produced
a real egg from it, if you saw him put the egg
into it? You would say he was no conjuror,
and rightly too; and yet you would feel hurt if
told you were no lanternist. Don’t misunderstand me, however.

I make no claim for effects

on account of any ‘‘ magic” there may ke about
them, for these things are now not the secrets
they once were, although there are yet millions
in these islands who do not know how
these changes are produced ; but what I claim
is, that

as Nature

herself

is charming,

so a

reproduction of Nature is charming, in accordance with the degree of perfection attained.
Next we will proceed to consider our lantern
and slides. The lantern may be a bi-unial, as
long as we are content to use only those effects
which both commence and finish with a single

slide, so as not

to

break

the

continuity

of dissolving, and which never require more
than two lanterns to be going at once. Actually
very few sets fulfil these conditions, especially
tke former;

so

that, with a bi-unial,

we

are

almost entirely restricted to what I may term
‘“sequence ”’ slides, z.¢., night following day, and
soon.
So that, all things considered, a triple
is to be preferred.
A lengthy dissertation on the technicalities of
the triple lantern need not be entered into here.
It will suffice to say that ‘it should be light
without being cramped, strong without being
clumsy, well-made without being complicated,
high-class without being expensive.
Wealthy
amateurs have from time to time had lanterns
built to order regardless of expense, and loaded
with every mechanical device ever evolved from
the brain of man or the genius of the brass
finisher, only to find that they were too heavy

to the condenser block; each end should be
adjustable as to height by means of a screw,
and the side of the stage away from the operator
should be furnished with an adjustable stop to
prevent the slides being entered too far, and the
position of this stop isa point requiring attention.
In many lanterns it is attached to the condenser
block in the middle of the height, where, not
only is if in the way of any slipping or
panorama glass which has to pass beyond its
frame, often only having the end of a glass slip
to butt against ; but, in the case of an ordinary
slide block, it butts against a piece of mahogany
nearly twoinches wide, of which the grain is
vertical, and it can easily be understood that,
any swelling or shrinkage of this piece after the
slide is registered will throw the whole picture
out. The proper place for this stop, therefore,
is on

the

top of the runner

end

but this is very rarely necessary, besides which,
any swivelling arrangement
of this
kind
prevents the stop being firm enough for our
purpose.
It should be adjustable, and this
adjustment and those of the runner should be
capable of being locked after being set.
If
preferred,

the runner

lantern may

be made

and stop of the middle

in their correct
positions, those in the top and bottom lanterns
being adjusted to them in every case.
Many lanterns are now made with condenser
blocks of brass, instead of mahogany, as has
been usual for so many years, and runners,
specially adapted for fixing to this class of
lantern, are shown in Figs. J. and II. They
are fairly simple, and can easily be made by
iss

to be moved, like Robinson Crusoe’s first canoe,

and too intricate for practical work; and in the
end, have been glad to get rid of them at a
fraction of their original cost.
About a lantern a few things are necessaries,
one or two more are conveniences, and all the
rest are superfluities.
Included in the first
named are the registering runners with which
the stages must be fitted. “Strips of brass”
are sometimes suggested and often used for this
purpose, but a “strip of brass” generally
implies a piece cut from a sheet of yellow metal ;
what is needed for a runner is a gun-metal
casting, properly
designed and
accurately
finished. The top face of the runner should be
three-eighths of an inch wide, and dead square

itself, where

grain will meet it in every case. It need not be
of any great height, a mere heel a quarter of an
inch high is ample ; slipping glasses, panoramas,
and other movements will then pass clear of it.
Sometimes it is made to turn out of the way,

fixtures

s

Ss

of

R

Fig. I.

Fig. II.

anyone possessing a few tools, and what is
most important, the ability to turn out accurate
work. Fig. I. shows the runner for the middle
lantern. It is permanently fixed in its correct
position, and parallel to the baseboard, by two
countersunk

screws, ss, driven from the inside
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of the plate forming the face of the condenser
block; pp are the two lower pillars of the stage,
and at R there is a recess formed by taking off
the corner of the runner with the file, before the

stop is put on. There isa reason for this. Any
unconsidered trifle of foreign matter getting on
to the runner during the show, such as a minute
chip of glass from a mechanical slide, or splinter
from one of the frames, would get pushed in front of the succeeding slide and jamb between
the stop and the slide, keeping the latter out of |
its correct position; but, this recess being
provided, it falls harmlessly into it and gives no
trouble.
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house gas brought to them by an india-rubber
pipe from the nearest gas bracket. It is, therefore, absolutely safe, and requires nothing but
turning on the tap and lighting, and is at once
ready for use. At the back of the lantern can
be attached a double roller carrying a roll of

(To be continued.)

THE

RILFORD

OXYGEN

paper on which children can make drawings and
paintings, which can then be projected as a
moving panorama on the screen.
Christmas

GENERATOR.

In our issue for January last, we gave full
particulars and drawing of this useful automatic
generator, which has been introduced by Riley
Brothers,

Ltd.,

of

Bradford,

Yorks.

cards,

butterflies,

excellently.
simple and

The

and

similar

objects show

The
instrument
is extremely
easy to use. It may be obtained

generator first introduced, now known as the
from Messrs, Newton « Co., 3, Fleet Street, E.C.
Rilford No. 1, was for the most part intended
for use with single lanterns, but anew generator
on the same principle but of slightly greater
ae
capacity has also lately been placed upon the
market.
This generator, which is known as
pohcbehb-b-b-hebebepded ibe
||
Rilford No. 2, is capable of supplying the most
ravenous jet, and with jets of average gas |
consumption will supply a bi-unial lantern.
ic
Messrs. Riley have issued a neatly got up
pamphlet descriptive of these automatic oxygen
The following List, relating to current Patent Applica-

S|PATENT INTELLIGENCE.

generators ; this we have read with

the greatest

tions, is compiled expressly for the ‘' Optical Magic Lantern
Journal” by W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent Agents, of

care, and with our knowledge of the apparatus
itself and its thorough performance,
have
pleasure in endorsing the statements contained
therein.
SPEARLING’S

CHILDREN’S

OPAQUE

322, High Holborn, London, W.C., to whom
for further information should be addressed.
No.
18294.

descent gas burners, which only require ordinary

APPLICATIONS.

1
. 19593.

29th

LANTERN.

shown 5 feet in diameter on the screen, with
sufficient illumination for a small audience.
Flowers, shells, the face and works of a watch,
coins, and curios of various sorts can also be
well exhibited.
It is fitted with two incan-

ParTeENT

September, 1899.
Henry Wheeler.
A
method of showing a series of pictures in
animation.
19th September, 1899. George Frederick Hatton.
Improvements in appparatus for viewing
and exhibiting living pictures or animated
photographs.
27th September, 1899.
H. O. Foersterling.
Improvements in and connected with the
production of photographs.
(Complete.)

This lantern has been designed by Mr. Spearling
solely with the idea of showing opaque objects
and pictures on the screen.
The whole of a
drawing or painting 5 inches square can be

ReEcENT

all enquiries

18924,

» 19474.

|
||

llth

September, 1899.
Arthur Lewis
Walter Mallett, and Charles Willis

Adams,
Beevor.

A new or improved optical appliance for
use in connection with view finders for
photographic or other purposes.

’
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|

19843.
20300.
20621.

8rd October, 1899.
Louis Antoine Garchey.
Improvements in colour photography.
10th October,
1899.
Abiathar Smitheman.
Cinematphone or animated nature.
14th

October,
Holland.

1899.

An

William

improved

Charles

x
OF

of pro-

|

jecting the titles or descriptions of films
used in cinematographs or other animated
photograph machines.

|

SPECIFICATIONS

method

Louis

FEISESESE NE SEDEME
INETEETE HEE

Beles and Queries.

EEC SESESE
IESE SESE NE TE TEESE]
J. Platt.—Your

Theodore

communication

Brown.

The book

be published in future.

ACCEPTED.

Copies of the following specifications may be obtained by
remitting I/— for each specification to W. P. Thompson
& Co., Patent Agents, 322, High Holborn, London, W.C.

18465 of 1898.
Corthesy and Koopman.
obtaining rapid changes
of

Means for
wording or
wordings or pictures, viz.,in changing the
presentation of one board or sheet for
another, and applicable to advertising pur-

poses and also generally.
20603 of 1898. Thompson (Bagrachow).
Kinetoscopic
and cinematograph
apparatus applicable
also to photographic apparatus.
22976 of 1898. Reulos. Kinematographs.
23099 of 1898. Holmes.
Cinematograph.

Lanternist.—With

two

was

duly sent

to Mr.

you enquire about will nos

generators spoken of (but why

not use one generator for the two burners),

and two

— burners you should get @ well lighted. disc of about 6 feet
in diameter.
The burners are placed one behind the
other.
W7.1.—The early make of the ether saturator you

speak of did not hold sufficient ether for one and a half
hours.
Probably the alteration by the makers was only
to endeavour to prevent the ether from blowing out of the

jet. The addition to the saturator, or rather tke
auxiliary saturator which you intend adding, should
answer well, but we should prefer that the extra tube lay
in a horizontal position in preference to hanging ver-

. tically.

Be particular not to make the stuffing too tight.

Photophilus.—(1)

Thanks

Waves'’;we will endeavour

15372 of 1899.
Barth.
Apparatus for displaying moving
pictures or advertisements.

for

article

to insert

‘Ripple

itin

nexs

on
issue.

(2) In order to project a parallel beam about an inch
in diameter with your present apparatus, remove the

objective altogether and place the illuminant exactly at
‘ the

—————_—i0-———

SS

eo

PRESSURE

SSS

GAUGES SHOULD
OCCASIONALLY.

Sao

BE

s

TESTED

have inserted a note in the Oprican Macic LanrErn :
JOUBNAL, reminding users of gas cylinders that gauges |
employed for measuring the pressure in oxygen cylinders ;
ought to be overhauled occasionally, and especially at
the commencement of a new season, to ensure that
in effective condition.

of them

Nearly

gauges have been caused

are now

all accidents

by sudden

fitted are

with

admission

these

of high-

pressure oxygen into the gauge tube. The gauges are
fitted with checks to prevent this sudden admission of
pressure.
If the check is doing its work, the indicator
of the gauge will only move slowly round the dial when
full pressure is turned on from the cylinder. If the check
has become loose, as it may do in time, it will allow the

indicator to fly quickly round the dial when pressure is
too quickly admitted ; and this should be remedied at
once.

Perhaps you may think it worth while to repeat the
reminder in your next issue.
Faithfully yours,
W. MORTON
JACKSON,
For Manchester Oxygen (Brin's Patent)
Company, Limited,
Great Marlborough Street,
Secretary and Manager.
Manchester.

of

the

condenser,

this

will

give

you

(i.e., outside) of the condenser a mask in which

has been

cut a hole

will

of an

inch

diameter,

when

you

get

the lens will, of course, be parallel. and the diameter of
these rays will be according to the diameter of the lens.

Sir,—I believe that on one or two occasions you

the checks with which most

focus

parallel rays of this diameter.
If you take any
’ magnifying or burning glass and focus the sun’s rays
| with it, the burning point is the solar focus and the rays
coming to the lens are parallel. Now if a light is placed
at the point alluded to, the rays after passing through

To Mr. J. Hay Taylor, Editor.
Dear

solar

parallel rays. A little adjustment of the light will soon
demonstrate the correct position. Now place in front

|

1. W.—The sale of high-class triple lanterns has
greatly fallen off the last few years.
Cinematographist.—The blemishes or spots on the film
when projecting are seen long after the picture on which
they happen to be on has passed the condenser; this is
owing to what is termed persistence of vision. If the
film did not make a dead stop at all, then such would not
be noticeable.
AM. Benham.—We note your remarks on the slides
which you purchased. The binding and general get up
of the two you enclosed are simply a disgrace. If you
deal with the same party in future, better insist on
having them sent on approval.
Anzious—Not if we can help it.
Investment.—Better write

to a financial

paper, or get

the advice of a reliable stockbroker.
We cannot advise
either way 7e taking up shares in a photographic compeny.
A. Mann.—(1) To get rid of the blackening of the lime,
you must get the gas compressors

cylinder.

(2) Willway’s saturator.

to ‘‘burn

out’

your

No danger whatever.

Retired Manufacturer.—Letter came about the time of
going to press.
Address
.JWanted.—Will ‘‘ Exhibitor,”
who
has a

‘‘General Wants’’

advertisement

in this issue, please

forward his address, as it has been mislaid.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
We don’t make cameras,

for all

xix.

nor deal in photographic sundries, but devote our best thought
and energy to making lenses

who

wish

PHOTOGRAPHIC

to do good

LENSES

FOR

EVERY

work.

PURPOSE.

If you are intereste1 in good lenses, send for our Catalogue.

TAYLOR, JAYLOR# Hopson.

Cinematograph

ee

STOUGHTON

ee
Works,

LEICESTER,

Films. Nes, Seeson's

.

Tet

WRITE FOR LIST.
DREYFUS
FILMS.
PRACTISING

StrREET

New

Season’

—==Tat
ativar’st Droytus. Leaving theCourt.

WITH

THE

120

SHORT

GUN.

HARRISON
&
CO.,
Dealers in all First-Class Films and Machines,
—=- 66, BERNERS
STREET, W. i=-

THE

“INJECTOR”
MIXED
(JACKSON'S PATENT.)
6X

PRICE

SOs.

JET.

Ko

This is the only Mixed Gas Jet which will work at full
power with coal gas taken direct from the town supply,
and oxygen from a cylinder. In order to effect this the
oxygen, on its way to the mixing chamber, is made to pass
through the small Injector | in the sketch at a pressure of
about 12 lbs. per square inch. In passing through the
Inje:tor it sucks a supply of coal gas from the pipe H,
which is connected with the house pipe, and forces it
forward through the short pipe T into the mixing chamber
M.

Here the mixed gases

meet

the baffle plate B, which

has the two-fold effect of silencing the passage of the
.
gases, and ensuring their complete admixture.
The
Mixed gases then pass through holes in the edge of the plate, and so tothe burner.
The requisite pressure

of oxygen is obtained in the ordinary way by a fine tap on the cylinder, or an automatic regulator fitted
with a high--pressure spring to deliver at about r5 Ibs. pressure.
Five seasons’ experience has fully established the superiority of this Jet over all others. It will yield

YER

THE FULL 1,800 TO 2,000 CANDLE-POWER

SH

of coal gas direct from the town's pipe, or even froma bag without any pressure atall. If atown'ssupply isnot
available, it wi!] work just as well with coal gas from a cylinder. We cannot see why ordinary mixed jets
should be purchased

which

cannot

(so called) of the ordinary mixed jet when taking its supply

offer these alternatives.

As for blow-through

we do not know why they should be used at ail, when with the same economy
Injector Jet will give two or three times the light.

By removing

jets, ejectoror otherwise,

and convenience of working, the

the Injector nipple the jet becomes an ordinary

mixed jet. This can be done whenever it is desired to work with oxygen at low pressure, and ‘coal gas from a cylinder.
The working of the Jet is simpler than that ofan ordinary jet. When the H tap is once adjusted, it does not need
to be tonched again when using town’s gas. The turning off or on of the oxygen supply regulates automatically the
supply of coal gas. This is a great convenience in actual use.
Most existing jets can be fitted with an Injector to enable them to take their coal gas supply from the house pipe.
The Jet will in certain cases be sent on approval on deposit of purchase price.
MANCHESTER

OXYGEN

Great

Please mention

Marlborough

this Journal when

(Brin’s

Strest,

Further particulars free on application te
Patent)

CO.,

LTD.,

Manchester.

corresponding
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Advertisers.
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P.0.P.
is very rich in silver and yields splendid
_
prints,—the colour of which may be ©
_ absolutely uniform or varied at pleasure
by using our “Systematic Method. of
Toning.” The tones obtained range from
red or sepia through purple to a fine.
purple black—the toning bath being
made up on the principle of allowing
a definite proportion of gold to a certain
number of prints, according to the tone de- »
sired. Particulars and formule post free.
Solio P.O.P. is extremely easy to work
and always uniform in quality. Four
varieties,
Sole

white, pink, mauve and matte.
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